
MESA Meeting 8/25/2019

Attendance: 

Bittergrimm
Blackdawg
Bones2oo21
Brienna the fox
Caldaq
DeuteriumOxide
Heros
Ilari
Itzdabug
Kenny Foxy
Line Monkey
Racqueer
Ren the Lion
Ruke Firestorm
Skylor
Tamara Rose

Meeting Opened: 7:08pm

Reading of previous meeting minutes skipped.

Discussion about staff shirts and vests. We can get a large number of shirts that just say “staff” 
for a little over $40. Polo shirts would make executive staff more visible, but outdoor 
temperatures could be an issue. Re-usable shirts would be ideal.

Discussion about getting internet access, and possibly providing wi-fi. We are waiting on a quote 
from AT&T about renting a hotspot just during the event. There probably wouldn’t be enough 
bandwidth to provide internet for all attendees, but it would work for staff use.

We are looking in to getting a storage unit, Lori would allow us to place it at Safari’s.

Department Updates:
Security doesn’t have much to update, however as it will be Ranger Prince’s last year working at 
the park, Skylor would like to get him something nice as a thank you from the con
No updates from Kitchen or Medical
Registration has a badge printer

We will probably not be having the horse back ride raffle, next year. The park keeps increasing 
the prices. We may consider raffling something else. Discussion tabled.

We have just under $3000 in the bank



We now have a marketing team. They are working on an ad campaign for the event, and have it 
so all out social media platforms will update simultaneously.

Motion to give security a $200 budget.
Motion passes unanimously.

We need to replace the tents.

Discussion about having a headless lounge. Trying to air condition a tent is not a great idea. 
Using the back section of the old staff cabin can difficult to navigate in a fursuit. Using the old 
registration cabin would work. As beds are at a premium it would be preferable if some fursuiters 
stayed in it.

We need to have a designated parking area, cars are becoming an issue.

Meeting Closed: 7:56pm


